
Seven New Panels Added to Four Centuries of Innovation 

Boston Logan International Airport 

 

TripAdvisor 

Candid Traveler Reviews Change Global Travel 

Stephen Kaufer  

2001 

Needham, Massachusetts 

Prior to TripAdvisor, travelers relied on guide books and magazine reviews to choose hotels, restaurants, 

and attractions – one person’s review.  

  

In 2001, Stephen Kaufer and his partners turned the tourism industry upside down by soliciting reviews 

from travelers on TripAdvisor.com – now hundreds of millions of reviews annually. The site lets users 

see ratings, reviews, and photographs to help them make the best choices. 

  

The innovation in transparency quickly spread globally, putting consumers “in the driver’s seat.” 

 

 

Revere Beach     

First U.S. Public Beach     

Charles Eliot  

1895 

Revere, Massachusetts 

Visionary planner and landscape architect Charles Eliot imagined a new kind of city, surrounded by parks 

and open spaces. His first success, Revere Beach, a beautiful arc of sandy beach, opened near Boston in 

1895. 

 

It is the first beach, designed and administered by a government body and open to the public - with 

restricted commercial activities.  

An instant hit, Revere Beach influenced development of Coney Island in New York as well as later public 

beaches created by states and the National Park Service across America. 

 

 

Reading Machine for the Blind 

Ray Kurzweil 

1976 

Cambridge, Massachusetts 

Having built the first scanner that could recognize almost any printed character, Massachusetts inventor 

Ray Kurzweil realized he could help the blind to read. He also invented a text-to-speech voice 

synthesizer and in 1976 was able to demonstrate a complete reading machine for the National 

Federation of the Blind. Thousands were eventually built and sold. 

 



Many of Kurzweil’s technologies are now embedded in familiar consumer and business devices as well 

as in other tools for the blind. 

 

Valentine’s Day Sweetheart Candies 

Candy Making Machine 

Necco  

1866 

Boston, Massachusetts 

In 1847, Daniel Chase patented the first machine to make hard candies. His 1866 breakthrough added 

imprinting on a small, heart-shaped treat. Sweethearts were a smash hit, helping his family’s company 

grow into New England Confectionery Company (NECCO), which today sells billions of Sweethearts 

globally, each year.  

 

Heart-shaped candies saying “ Kiss me” or “I love You” have made Valentine’s Day special in the U.S. for 

150 years. In the 1900s wedding sweethearts were popular: “Married in Pink, He will take to drink.” 

Today sayings include messages: “Text me” and “LOL.” 

 

Marshmallow Fluff 

Durkee-Mower Company 

Wins America’s Sweet Tooth  

1920 

Somerville, Lynn & Melrose Massachusetts 

A tasty recipe for marshmallow paste cake filling from Boston cookbook creator Fannie Farmer may 

have inspired local innovators to create the first commercial marshmallow creme products, first in 

Melrose and Somerville and later in Lynn. 

 

There, the Durkee-Mower Company has been mass producing their sweet, spreadable delicacy, dubbed 

Marshmallow Fluff, since 1920. The Fluffernutter, a peanut butter and marshmallow creme sandwich, 

helped make marshmallow creme an American staple, now also manufactured by companies such as 

Kraft and Solo Foods. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

3D Mammography 

Earlier Detection, Fewer Deaths 

Massachusetts General Hospital 

1999 

Boston, Massachusetts 

Early detection is crucial to treating breast cancer, yet images from traditional two-dimensional 

mammograms are often ambiguous and miss some tumors -- particularly early ones. 3-D mammography 

is more sensitive to detecting small early-stage breast cancers. It yields greater accuracy in cancer 

detection, with fewer false positives, helping to lower the number of breast cancer deaths.  

 

Daniel Kopans, M.D., MGH Breast Imaging Division, led the team that developed 3-D mammography - 

officially known as Digital Breast Tomosynthesis (DBT). 

 

 

AUTOMATIC WORD COMPLETION 

Joe & Maria Weber 

1990 

Cambridge, Massachusetts 

Joe and Maria Weber saw inefficiencies in the process of typing medical transcriptions -- in part due to 

the repetition of complex medical terms. In the early 1990s, using statistical techniques, they developed 

Smartype to help typists generate the likeliest word options. Love it or hate it, Automatic word 

completion, also known as “predictive typing,” is now critical for handheld devices and users on the go. 


